TEKNIQUE GT
For active users

The Teknique® GT power chair combines the sturdy design and custom-contoured seating found throughout the Hoveround Teknique line, with additional power for the active user. Strong enough to safely maneuver outdoors, this rear-wheel drive power chair features larger drive tires that give more active users superior riding performance with the expanded mobility they seek.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Fixed-angle, swing-away footrests with heel loops for secure leg support.
• Large drive tires increase ground clearance for maneuvering over inclines and small obstacles
• Sturdy cup holder and side tote bag for increased independence and convenience.
• Adjustable armrests for comfort and proper upper body support.
• Custom-contoured seat for maximum comfort.
• Dual motors with powerful rear-wheel drive for extra riding stability.
• Lightweight, portable charger for recharging power chair batteries anywhere.

SPECIFICATIONS
Max weight capacity ...................... 300 lbs
Max speed1 ................................. 6.5 mph
Max range per charge1 ................... 15-20 miles
Turning radius ............................ 37"
Ground clearance ......................... 4.7"
Maximum step climb ..................... 3"

Length ..................................... 42.5" 
Width ....................................... 25.3"

Drive tires ................................. (2) 13" x 4"
Caster tires ............................... (2) 9" x 2.8"

Total weight with batteries ............... 242 lbs
Base only .................................. 102 lbs
Base with batteries ....................... 181 lbs

1 Speed and range will vary with respect to terrain and weight of rider. The Manufacturer reserves the right to alter specifications without notice.